FIGURE 1: SHORT BASE MOUNTING PATTERN

FIGURE 2: TILT LOCK OPERATION
1. Pivot display to desired angle
2. Route screw -- turn clockwise to lock
3. Rotate mount -- turn counterclockwise to un-lock

CUSTOMER DISPLAY ACCESSORY
FDA 2020 CHARACTERS

TILT 35° FROM VERTICAL

DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS/INCHES
FIGURE 3: VESA PLATE PN: E295293
WITH 4 M4X10 CROSS RECESSED PAN HEAD WITH CAPTURED WASHER

FIGURE 4: KENSINGTON LOCK DETAIL

FIGURE 5: CONNECTOR PANEL

REMOVE STAND AND INSTALL PLATE TO ALLOW MOUNTING SURFACE TO BE CENTERED WITH THE BACK COVER USING M4 X 16 PAN HEAD SCREWS PROVIDED IN THE VESA MOUNTING PLATE KIT. WARNING: DO NOT USE MONITOR VENTILATION.
Mounting to a Wall:

1. Remove the four screws (c) in order to separate the stand from the monitor.
2. Rotate the monitor and the monitor will not be available when mounted in the position shown.
3. Reinstall the four screws (c).
4. Route cables through outlets and apply cables and mounting monitor to wall using the templates provided.